“JUSTICE, JUSTICE, YOU SHALL PURSUE...”
– DEUTERONOMY 16:20
Dear Friend & Fellow Member of the ACLJ,

We have come through a truly extraordinary year of surprises and challenges. We have scored astonishing victories, some of them unexpected, in the ongoing battle for life and liberty. As this report reveals, we have much to celebrate.

But we cannot rest on our laurels, or we will lose ground. Enemies of faith and freedom are at work around the clock. We must keep fighting.

Radical Islamic jihad’s campaign of anti-Christian genocide is of paramount importance. The ACLJ has focused enormous resources on turning back this diabolical movement, and we will continue to do so. As I have said many times, this will be the defining issue of our generation. Our children’s children and their children’s children will remember us for how we responded to the attempted destruction of Christianity at the hands of jihadists around the world.

This battle, and all of our battles, depend on perseverance, tenacity, and faithfulness. Many will take a long time to win. We must be unwavering in our devotion to the cause. With your support, the ACLJ is just that.

We do not walk out of court until the final victory has been scored. We must not leave the court of public opinion until the tide has turned. Every day, we’re on multiple media channels fighting for what’s right.

Change doesn’t happen overnight. It takes commitment and courage, and I am grateful that these are two qualities our ACLJ members bring to the battle.

You have stood strong with us this year. You have my sincere thanks. God bless you!

Jay
THE ACLJ SCORED REMARKABLE VICTORIES THIS PAST YEAR.

#1 ADVOCACY GROUP

As a result of its major study — the American Culture & Faith Institute survey — the highly respected Barna organization declared the ACLJ to be #1 of the top 20 organizations creating “positive cultural change in the U.S.”

This deeply meaningful honor reflects the real power of the ACLJ’s advocacy efforts, as well as the personal involvement of committed members across the nation. Our petition and social media outreaches, along with our efforts in Congress and many courtrooms, translate into real, positive change in our culture. In courts across America, at the Supreme Court of the United States, on Capitol Hill, at the United Nations, and beyond, we are continuing to fight for life and liberty, upholding the Constitution and defending religious freedom.

FREEDOM UPHeld AT THE SUPREME COURT

Trinity Lutheran Church v. Comer

Trinity Lutheran Church of Columbia, Missouri, applied for a state tire-recycling program so that its learning center’s playground, which is open to public use, could be resurfaced. Although the church scored well among the various applicants and would have been approved, it was categorically and unconstitutionally disqualified from the child safety program simply because it is a church. The ACLJ filed a pair of amicus briefs at the Supreme Court of the United States supporting Trinity Lutheran, and the High Court’s 7-2 vote in the church’s favor represents a major victory for religious freedom, reaffirming that discrimination against religious bodies will not stand.

International Refugee Assistance

Project v. Trump

The Supreme Court has granted a partial stay, allowing key aspects of President Trump’s Executive order on immigration to stand, and has agreed to hear the case on the merits this fall. It has been the ACLJ’s position from the beginning that the President has both the constitutional and statutory authority to issue the order, which was intended to protect national security. The ACLJ has filed multiple amicus briefs backing the order, and our teams are now preparing to file a new amicus brief with the Supreme Court at the merits stage.
VICTORIES FOR PERSECUTED CHRISTIANS

For years, the ACLJ has battled relentlessly on behalf of Christians under fire for their faith. This year saw a number of key victories on this battlefront.

Pastor Hassan Freed from Sudanese Prison

Pastor Hassan Abduraheem was wrongly convicted on false charges and sentenced to 12 years in prison in Sudan after providing humanitarian support for a young man badly beaten for attending a demonstration.

The ACLJ aggressively advocated on his behalf, sending letters to Sudan’s national leaders, urging them to meet their international legal obligations to not violate religious freedom. More than 200,000 ACLJ members also signed the petition. We are grateful to report that Pastor Hassan received a presidential pardon and was freed from prison.

Christian Workers in Pakistan

Naeem Nazir, a well-qualified young Christian man, applied for a post as an office assistant at a public school in Pakistan. He was hired as a sanitation worker, a job traditionally reserved for Christians on a discriminatory basis in that country. Our affiliate office, the European Centre for Law and Justice (ECLJ), filed a petition in the Lahore High Court. After a six-year battle, Naeem received his proper appointment. He plans to continue his studies and become a teacher. This is an important victory for Naeem and for the entire Pakistani Christian community.

Tragedy, then Justice

Muslims in Pakistan abducted an eight-year-old Christian girl, beat and brutalized her, stripped off her clothes, left her on the street — and coerced her family into signing away their ancestral property. All because the girl’s uncle supposedly dishonored the Muslim family by having a romantic relationship with a member of a Christian family. Authorities refused to prosecute the attackers — and arrested the girl’s family instead, based on a complaint by the Muslim family. Our Pakistan office immediately pressed charges against the Muslim family — which led to a speedy settlement. This is a major victory for religious freedom in Pakistan, where Christians are too often victimized by vendettas like this.

Justice for a Christian Woman

In Pakistan, the Organization for Legal Aid (OLA), international affiliate with our European Centre for Law and Justice office, secured a victory in the case of an elderly Christian woman, Bashiran Bibi, assaulted by an influential Muslim man for declining an invitation to clean his house. When Bashiran brought the case to the police, they refused to register it — likely after being bribed — despite her having a medical report that listed numerous injuries, including a fractured shoulder.
Our OLA office filed a petition at the local court to require police to file criminal charges against the perpetrator, Muhammad Afzal. Although he and the police resisted, our relentless pursuit prevailed. He ultimately offered to pay monetary compensation to settle the case.

The very fact that a Muslim defendant had to offer monetary compensation to a poor, elderly Christian woman is a step forward for Christians and justice in Pakistan.

NO MORE FUNDING OF FOREIGN ABORTIONS

President Trump reinstated Ronald Reagan’s Mexico City Policy, which prohibits use of U.S. taxpayer dollars as foreign aid to organizations that fund or promote abortions around the world.

Then, in continued agreement with the ACLJ, the White House actually expanded the Mexico City Policy into “Protecting Life in Global Health Assistance.” This policy applies not just to $575 million in annual foreign aid, but to $8.8 billion, a dramatic expansion of the policy — truly expressing a founding principle of our country: each individual’s God-given right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. This is a huge victory in the fight for life.

DEFENDING “IN GOD WE TRUST” FROM ATHEIST ATTACK

Famed atheist Michael Newdow filed another lawsuit to remove “In God We Trust” from our national currency, arguing that the mere presence of the National Motto on currency violates his clients’ Free Speech and Free Exercise Clause rights. The ACLJ answered by filing a critical amicus brief on behalf of 50 Members of Congress and the Committee to Protect the National Motto (120,000+ ACLJ members). The Ohio federal court agreed with us and dismissed Newdow’s lawsuit. He is appealing; we’ll keep fighting.

PROTECTING CHILDREN FROM EXPLOITATION

Recognizing our duty to protect all young children from harm, the ACLJ stood with the State of Georgia in its defense of a law protecting young children from sexual exploitation online. ACLJ Chief Counsel Jay Sekulow was appointed as a Special District Attorney for the State of Georgia and represented the State, leading a team of senior ACLJ attorneys who prepared
and filed three briefs on behalf of the State; Jay also presented oral arguments before Georgia’s Supreme Court. The court agreed with us unanimously and upheld the critical law against a legal assault.

**PRAYER PROTECTED**

An Illinois high school art teacher wanted to hold a monthly prayer meeting with school staff and parents before or after school hours to pray for the students and the school. When the school administration banned the meetings, the teacher contacted the ACLJ. We informed her that the law allows her to pray or study the Bible during her free time if it does not conflict with her job responsibilities — and parents should be allowed to meet on school property on an equal access basis as an outside group. Using information we provided, the teacher obtained the administration’s compliance with the U.S. Constitution and our nation’s laws.

**PRO-LIFE PREGNANCY CENTER WIN**

A New York City law laid onerous regulations on pro-life crisis pregnancy centers, plus crippling fines and penalties for failure to comply. The goal: shut down pro-life centers — and set a nationwide legal precedent at the same time. The ACLJ fought back, filing a lawsuit, *Evergreen Association, Inc. v. City of New York*, on behalf of two organizations that run about half of the pro-life crisis pregnancy centers in NYC. We won on four of the five components of the law, but kept fighting the fifth, filing a certiorari petition with the Supreme Court. Finally, after years of work, a settlement agreement has been reached — a significant victory in the fight for life.

**ANGRY ATHEIST ATTACK FAILS**

A 90-hour Bible-reading marathon has occurred annually on the steps of the Bleckley County Courthouse in Georgia every year since 2004. This year, atheists objected, and the Cochran-Bleckley Ministerial Alliance contacted the ACLJ. We sent a letter to the Bleckley County attorney explaining the law — the First Amendment guarantees that individuals can express their religious views in a public forum, and the county courthouse steps represent such a forum. Religious speech can’t be silenced simply because it is religious. The marathon went off without a hitch, a victory for religious freedom.

*These are only a few of the many victories achieved by the ACLJ this year in our ongoing pursuit of LIBERTY with the strong support of committed members like you. Thank you!*
SHADOW GOVERNMENT CASES

The ACLJ is working to expose and stop deep-cover government bureaucrats put in place by Barack Obama to leak classified information, subverting our Constitution and sabotaging our democracy. A number of these cases started out as simple legal requests under the Freedom of Information Act; but the government has demonstrated a pattern and practice of stonewalling and failure to comply with the law, so we’ve been forced to file lawsuits to get information the public rightfully deserves.

*ACLJ v. State Dept.:* Exposing government lies and the cover-up of the deadly Iran nuclear deal.

*ACLJ v. State Dept.:* Uncovering the government’s failure to protect Christians from genocide and uphold U.S. legal commitments to the Genocide Convention.

*ACLJ v. State Dept.:* Exposing collusion between the Obama State Department and the Clinton Foundation. The ACLJ just won a huge victory forcing the government to produce 60,000+ emails which could prove critical in this case.

*ACLJ v. State Dept.:* Uncovering how the Obama Administration funded groups campaigning to “take down” Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu during his re-election campaign.

*ACLJ v. Department of Justice:* Exposing potential election-meddling by President Obama’s Attorney General and the Clinton campaign.

We’ve just scored a major victory in federal court, exposing lies, collusion, and more.

*ACLJ v. NSA:* Fighting in federal court to stop dangerous criminal violations of our national security by exposing the coordinated leaking of highly classified intelligence across the federal bureaucracy.

*ACLJ v. State Dept.:* Uncovering the details surrounding President Obama’s failure to veto a United Nations (U.N.) Security Council resolution that betrayed and abandoned Israel.

*ACLJ v. NSA:* Exposing the truth about former National Security Advisor Susan Rice’s “unmasking” of President Trump’s transition officials who were caught up in surveillance — a scandal that rocked the intelligence community.

ISRAEL

Our Jerusalem-based Special Operations Unit is working relentlessly in support of Israel’s sovereignty and security. In addition, ACLJ Chief Counsel Jay Alan
Sekulow has spoken twice before the U.N. General Assembly (most recently with U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. Nikki Haley) in support of Israel. The ACLJ also co-produced a major U.N. event gathering policymakers, leaders, academics, and others from around the world to focus on fighting BDS — the dangerous Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions movement. And the ACLJ is working with Members of Congress to end U.S. taxpayer funding of the Palestinian Authority, which is partnered with the terror group Hamas, one that has repeatedly attacked Israel in significant ways.

**PRO-LIFE CASES**

The ACLJ continues its decades-long leadership in the fight for life. We’re taking the massively important case of Livingwell Medical Clinic v. Becerra to the Supreme Court of the United States to keep government from forcing pro-life crisis pregnancy centers to advertise for Big Abortion. We’re asking the High Court to hear National Abortion Federation v. Center for Medical Progress as well; the NAF is suing to keep CMP from releasing additional videos revealing the abortion industry’s gruesome harvesting and marketing of aborted babies’ body parts. And we’re pushing Congress to defund Planned Parenthood this year!

**BUXTON V. KURTINITIS**

The Community College of Baltimore County denied our client, Dustin Buxton, admission to the radiation therapy program solely because of his expression of his religious beliefs. We filed a lawsuit with the U.S. District Court for the District of Maryland to protect his First Amendment rights.

**AMERICAN HUMANIST ASSOCIATION V. CITY OF OCALA**

The American Humanist Association sued the City of Ocala, as well as the police department, police chief, and mayor, for
encouraging local residents to attend a Community Prayer Vigil for young victims of a shooting — because the event included prayer and religious messages. The ACLJ is representing defendants, fighting to protect their freedoms of religion and expression. We’ve concluded oral arguments and look forward to the court’s ruling.

**FIGHTING THE IRS**

For years, the ACLJ has been fighting the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) after it unlawfully targeted conservative and Tea Party groups during a critical election year. The IRS was used as a political weapon to silence Christian and conservative groups. We have fought diligently to gain tax-exempt status for the targeted groups and expose the IRS’s corruption — the most recent victory coming just recently when a Tea Party group we represent finally received tax-exempt status after nearly eight long years.

Since 2013, the ACLJ has represented more than 41 conservative and pro-life groups from 22 states in lawsuits against the IRS. We currently represent 38 groups in federal court seeking to hold the IRS and Obama Administration officials accountable for their actions. This latest victory is significant, but our efforts to hold a corrupt IRS accountable continue in federal court.

*The cases and issues we're engaged in right now are critically important to the future of your constitutional freedoms, to our ally Israel, to religious liberties around the world, and to the lives of the unborn. Please keep standing with the ACLJ as we fight for your values.*
ANTI-CHRISTIAN GENOCIDE: THE ISSUE OF OUR GENERATION

Christian children, publicly raped Christian women, crashes Christian toddlers to death, burns Christians alive, maims a young Christian boy in front of his father before crucifying them both, and the horrific list goes on. Anti-Christian persecution is skyrocketing. Christians are being hunted down like animals, tortured, and killed. “Persecution” isn’t a strong enough word for what’s happening to thousands and thousands of people, simply because they believe in Jesus—all with a single, simple, sinister goal: to wipe Christianity off the face of the earth.

The ACLJ is at the forefront of this fight. Chief Counsel Jay Alan Sekulow is in Washington advocating a five-point plan for crushing ISIS and protecting Christians from genocide.

And we continue to fight on multiple fronts for Christian individuals targeted by radical Islam:

• We are representing a Christian woman in Pakistan whose three-year-old daughter was raped by a Muslim man. The defendant has been arrested. The court is waiting for the police’s investigation report.

• Asia Bibi is a young Christian mother sentenced to death in Pakistan for her faith. She would be the first woman executed under Pakistan’s Shariah blasphemy law. Through the European Centre for Law and Justice and its partner in Pakistan, we’re fighting tirelessly to stop this atrocity.

• American Pastor Andrew Brunson, a U.S. citizen from North Carolina, has been falsely charged in Turkey with “membership in an armed terrorist organization.” He has been a Christian pastor in Turkey for the past 23 years. If convicted, he could face years in prison based on extremely serious— and false—charges. The ACLJ has been representing his family, mobilizing our international resources, and demanding Pastor Andrew’s freedom.
The Anti-Christian genocide is the defining issue of our generation. We will be remembered for how we responded to this horror. Christians can no longer sit back and hope for the best — not when ISIS beheads Christian children, publicly rapes Christian women, crushes Christian toddlers to death, burns Christians alive, maims a young Christian boy in front of his father before crucifying them both, and the horrific list goes on. Anti-Christian persecution is skyrocketing. Christians are being hunted down like animals, tortured, and killed. “Persecution” isn’t a strong enough word for what’s happening to thousands and thousands of people, simply because they believe in Jesus — all with a single, simple, sinister goal: to wipe Christianity off the face of the earth.

The ACLJ is at the forefront of this fight. Chief Counsel Jay Alan Sekulow is in Washington advocating a five-point plan for crushing ISIS and protecting Christians from genocide.

And we continue to fight on multiple fronts for Christian individuals targeted by radical Islam:

- We are representing a Christian woman in Pakistan whose three-year-old daughter was raped by a Muslim man. The defendant has been arrested. The court is waiting for the police’s investigation report.
- Asia Bibi is a young Christian mother sentenced to death in Pakistan for her faith. She would be the first woman executed under Pakistan’s Shariah blasphemy law. Through the European Centre for Law and Justice and its partner in Pakistan, we’re fighting tirelessly to stop this atrocity.
- American Pastor Andrew Brunson, a U.S. citizen from North Carolina, has been falsely charged in Turkey with “membership in an armed terrorist organization.” He has been a Christian pastor in Turkey for the past 23 years. If convicted, he could face years in prison based on extremely serious — and false — charges. The ACLJ has been representing his family, mobilizing our international resources, and demanding Pastor Andrew’s freedom.

The ACLJ has been a leader in creating positive cultural change for more than a quarter-century. This map shows various components of our culture influenced by the ACLJ’s mobilization, advocacy, and legal action. Thank you to all who have given so generously, and continue to do so, to make life and liberty top priorities in our culture today.
ACLJ: 3 DECADES CREATING POSITIVE CULTURAL CHANGE

FIGHTING FOR LIBERTY

The ACLJ takes cases all the way to the Supreme Court of the United States. Our Government Affairs team advocates in Congress. And we take issues directly to the White House, reflecting the values of ACLJ members.

FAITH

The ACLJ works to protect churches’ right to speak out on moral issues of the day and operate according to the guiding principles of their faith. We also fight to protect our service members’ rights to express their faith in uniform and the First Amendment right to express one’s faith in the public sphere.

BUSINESS

The ACLJ fights to protect owners’ right to operate their businesses according to their religious convictions.

GOVERNMENT

The ACLJ takes cases all the way to the Supreme Court of the United States. Our Government Affairs team advocates in Congress. And we take issues directly to the White House, reflecting the values of ACLJ members.

ACADEMIA

The ACLJ fights for students’ right to express their faith in academic institutions, from cases involving Bible clubs and prayer in public schools to protecting pro-Israel students from harassment on college campuses.

THE HAGUE/ICC

Home of the International Criminal Court, The Hague is where the ACLJ continues to fight to protect Israel from false charges of war crimes made by Israel’s enemies and engage in high-level conferences on Israel and international law.

JERUSALEM OFFICE

Our Special Operations Unit in our Jerusalem office is the hub of our efforts to preserve the sovereignty and security of our ally Israel.

ECLI

Our international affiliate serves as the base of our global fight to protect Christians around the world.

PAKISTAN

The ACLJ fights for the rights — and the lives — of persecuted Christians throughout the Muslim world, particularly in Pakistan, where anti-Christian discrimination is fierce.

Organization for Creating Positive Cultural Change in the US*

This map shows various components of our culture influenced by the ACLJ's mobilization, advocacy, and legal action.

FAMILY

The ACLJ fights for you. All the issues we engage in impact your family, shaping the culture in which you raise your children and grandchildren. We're fighting to preserve your constitutional rights and religious liberties under the law.

LIFE

The ACLJ fights for the lives of the unborn. We support common-sense restrictions on abortion, advocate for the rights of pregnant women and their children, and oppose the Abortion in court, in Congress, and in the media.

FAITH

The ACLJ works to protect churches’ right to speak out on moral issues of the day and operate according to the guiding principles of their faith. We also fight to protect our service members’ right to express their faith in uniform and the First Amendment right to express one’s faith in the public sphere.

KEY CASES AND ISSUES:

- Pro-Life
- First Amendment Rights
- Constitution / Government Overreach
- Religious Freedom
- Protecting Israel

These dots represent a sampling of where the ACLJ has been and is engaged in issues that matter to you and your family.

*Source: American Culture & Faith Institute, RightViewTM 17-1, N=700 SAGE Cons, January 2017, conducted by Barna

This map shows various components of our culture influenced by the ACLJ's mobilization, advocacy, and legal action.
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The ACLJ has a rock-solid track record of absolute financial integrity. We are proud to fight for your values while maintaining the highest standards of stewardship.

2016 INCOME

| Source: Independent audited financial statements, 3/21/16 |
| Contributions | $48,236,738 | 90% |
| Major Donors, Grants, Bequests | $3,861,832 | 7% |
| Other Income | $1,382,216 | 3% |
| Total Income | $53,480,786 |

The ACLJ has been a leader in creating positive cultural change for more than a quarter-century. This map shows various components of our culture influenced by the ACLJ’s mobilization, advocacy, and legal action. Thank you to all who have given so generously, and continue to do so, to make life and liberty top priorities in our culture today.

**Contributions**

- Major Donor, Grants, Bequests
- Other Income

**Total Income** $53,480,786

---

**FIGHTING FOR LIBERTY**

**WITH INTEGRITY**

**GENOCIDE: THE ISSUE OF OUR GENERATION**

Anti-Christian genocide is the defining issue of our generation. We will be remembered for how we responded to this horror.

Christians can no longer sit back and hope for the best—not when ISIS beheads Christian children, publicly rapes Christian women, crushes Christian toddlers to death, burns Christians alive, maims a young Christian boy in front of his father before crucifying them both, and the horrific list goes on.

Anti-Christian persecution is skyrocketing. Christians are being hunted down like animals, tortured, and killed. “Persecution” isn’t a strong enough word for what’s happening to thousands and thousands of people, simply because they believe in Jesus—all with a single, simple, sinister goal: to wipe Christianity off the face of the earth.

The ACLJ is at the forefront of this fight. Chief Counsel Jay Alan Sekulow is in Washington advocating a five-point plan for crushing ISIS and protecting Christians from genocide.

And we continue to fight on multiple fronts for Christian individuals targeted by radical Islam:

- We are representing a Christian woman in Pakistan whose three-year-old daughter was raped by a Muslim man. The defendant has been arrested. The court is waiting for the police’s investigation report.
- Asia Bibi is a young Christian mother sentenced to death in Pakistan for her faith. She would be the first woman executed under Pakistan’s Shariah blasphemy law. Through the European Centre for Law and Justice and its partner in Pakistan, we’re fighting tirelessly to stop this atrocity.
- American Pastor Andrew Brunson, a U.S. citizen from North Carolina, has been falsely charged in Turkey with “membership in an armed terrorist organization.” He has been a Christian pastor in Turkey for the past 23 years. If convicted, he could face years in prison based on extremely serious—and false—charges. The ACLJ has been representing his family, mobilizing our international resources, and demanding Pastor Andrew’s freedom.
#1 Organization for Creating Positive Cultural Change in the US*

*American Culture & Faith Institute survey conducted by Barna

2016 EXPENSES

- 42% Legal Services
- 29% Media Services/Radio & TV Broadcasting
- 18% Public Education Services
- 8% Fundraising Expenses
- 3% Managerial & Administrative Expenses

Total Expenses $46,301,402

Source: Independent audited financial statements, 12/31/2016

A 2014 Chronicle of Philanthropy Top 400*

*The Chronicle of Philanthropy’s Top 400 is an annual list of the 400 charities in the United States to raise the most from private sources.
The ACLJ is a highly effective advocate, employing massive petition and social advocacy campaigns that allow hundreds of thousands of concerned citizens across the nation to effect change and make their voices heard on key issues within our government and elsewhere. Here are the top petition initiatives of this past year:

- **319,943**
  Free American Pastor Andrew Brunson
- **285,643**
  Stop the Shadow Government: Protect our National Security
- **270,516**
  Defend Israel from Anti-Israel Attacks Across the Globe
- **247,429**
  Defend our National Security from Jihad
- **246,452**
  Confirm Judge Gorsuch to the Supreme Court
- **201,479**
  Free Christian Pastor Hassan from Imprisonment in Sudan
- **164,000**
  Protect Military Religious Liberty and Honor Chaplains
The ACLJ litigates in state and federal courts across the nation, with a specific focus on the Supreme Court of the United States. In the past year, we filed in the following strategic cases:

**Livingwell Medical Clinic v. Becerra:** We’re asking the Supreme Court of the United States to overturn lower court rulings and prevent California from forcing pro-life crisis pregnancy centers to advertise for Big Abortion.

**National Abortion Federation v. Center for Medical Progress:** The NAF is suing to prevent CMP from releasing more videos exposing the abortion industry’s grisly trade in aborted babies’ body parts.

**Trinity Lutheran Church v. Comer:** We filed an amicus brief supporting a preschool that was denied funding for safe playground equipment simply because it was located at a church.

**Advocate Health Care Network v. Stapleton:** We’ve filed an amicus brief supporting religiously affiliated hospitals.

**International Refugee Assistance Project v. Trump:** We’ve filed amicus briefs supporting the President’s travel ban to protect America’s borders and our national security; this fall, we will file another amicus brief at the Supreme Court when the Justices hear the merits of the case.

**THROUGH GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS AND LEGISLATIVE ACTION**

The ACLJ is actively involved in government affairs at both the state and federal levels. We’ve worked with Members of Congress in support of significant legislation this year:

- **H.R. 781** — Free Speech Fairness Act:
  The ACLJ is supporting this legislation, which would amend the IRS tax code and allow churches and houses of worship to speak out on moral issues of the day without fear of losing tax-exempt status.
- **H.R. 1628** — to defund Planned Parenthood, and to repeal and replace ObamaCare.
- **H.J. Res. 43** — to overturn President Obama’s 11th-hour protection of Planned Parenthood’s taxpayer funding by restoring the states’ freedom to defund the abortion giant.
- **S. 2040** — Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism Act: We fought for this bill, which allows victims of 9/11 to sue Saudi Arabia. The bill passed in the House and Senate, President Obama vetoed it; then Congress overrode the veto.

**AT THE UNITED NATIONS**

The ACLJ works on international issues through our team at the United Nations in New York and in Geneva, Switzerland.

- We submitted key legal documents and presented two oral interventions at the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) regarding the genocide of Christians.
- We sent key legal letters to the former U.N. Secretary General, the U.N. Office of the Special Adviser on the Prevention of Genocide, and the former and current U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations.
- We submitted letters to the 47 member states of the UNHRC and the former and current U.S. Secretary of State.
- Chief Counsel Jay Sekulow spoke at the U.N. General Assembly alongside U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Hayley regarding protecting Israel from the dangerous Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions movement.
“I am grateful to have the opportunity to help the ACLJ as it seeks to bring glory to Christ and justice to His followers. Thank you for your work.”
— D.R., California

“The ACLJ is one of the finest and most effective organizations we have ever known. It is an honor to be a part of supporting your work... God bless you in the many important causes that you champion.”
— M.J.M., Illinois

“We support your efforts. My wife and I can’t physically ‘Fight the Fight,’ but you can and you do.”
— D. & A.B., Georgia
“If it weren’t for the ACLJ, I would have probably never received my tax-exemption status for my nonprofit, whose mission is to advocate for foster care children and to raise awareness about child abuse in communities. I will be forever grateful to have had them in my corner when I needed them most.”
— Stacy Sutphen, Anna Forlenza Foundation

“NE Tarrant Tea Party is widely considered the largest and most active tea party in all of Texas – and we wouldn’t be here if the ACLJ hadn’t stepped in to help us. I cannot emphasize strongly enough the significant role the ACLJ has played behind the scenes throughout the past five years.”
— Julie McCarty, NE Tarrant Tea Party, President (Tarrant County, TX)

“Thank you to all ... who worked on my case. Your part in fighting for truth and justice warmed my heart, and I will always speak the highest praise to our Creator and to others for your diligence toward these values. I speak a blessing over the ACLJ, your careers, and your families in Jesus’ name.”
— Brandon Jenkins, ACLJ client denied admission to college program because of his Christian faith
Timely information is critically important to the protection of freedom. The ACLJ’s outstanding programs and social media tools enable you to stay informed and up-to-date on the issues and cases that matter most to you.

On *Jay Sekulow Live!* — the daily radio program airing at noon ET on Sirius/XM and more than 1,050 radio stations nationwide, as well as streaming live online. The program features up-to-the-minute news and insights related to the hottest court cases and issues where faith, freedom, and liberty are on the line.

*ACLJ This Week* is a hard-hitting television program wrapping up events of the week and previewing upcoming news on life-and-liberty fronts.

*ACLJ.org* and *ACLJ Social Action Apps* on Facebook, iPhone, and Android are designed to give you instant access to the information you need. Stay informed and take meaningful action; sign petitions to make your voice heard in Washington; and view special video reports, ACLJ television shows, and ACLJ Films trailers.

*Facebook LIVE* lets you receive instant live updates on your mobile device when Chief Counsel Jay Alan Sekulow discusses breaking news as it happens. “Like” the ACLJ on Facebook, and he will use this unique forum to bring you legal and legislative insight from our new state-of-the-art ACLJ Media Center studio.

Follow the ACLJ, as well as Jay Sekulow and Jordan Sekulow, on social media.

Facebook.com/theACLJ • Twitter @ACLJ @JaySekulow @JordanSekulow
To create a legacy of defending life, liberty, and religious freedom with the ACLJ, while benefiting yourself and your family, consider these excellent options:

**A BEQUEST IN YOUR WILL** means an estate tax charitable deduction, lessening the burden of taxes on your family — and leaving a lasting legacy.

**A CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITY** (CGA) will give you or you and your spouse income for life and a charitable tax deduction now — all while helping the ACLJ continue the work to which you are committed.

**A GIFT OF STOCKS**, instead of a gift of cash after selling stocks, allows the ACLJ to receive the full value of the stock instead of what’s left after payment of taxes.

**A TRUST** can benefit both you and the ACLJ. Find multiple trust options at ACLJLegacy.org.

**A GIFT OF LIFE INSURANCE** you no longer need can make a convenient, tax-deductible charitable gift, with tax deductions on the premiums being paid or the cash value of the policy.

**AN IRA ROLLOVER GIFT** may simplify your tax return, as charitable distributions (counting toward your required minimum distributions) up to $100,000 are not included in your federal taxable income. If you are age 70½ or older, Congress has made this option permanent.

For help with these or other special gift or estate planning options, please visit our planned-giving website, ACLJLegacy.org.

The ACLJ is not offering tax advice in supplying members the information contained herein. We urge you to seek professional tax advice.

“We have always liked what Jay has stood for and the work of the ACLJ, fighting for Christian values and standing with Israel. At our age, a CGA is one way we can help and make an impact while receiving a needed benefit.” — G.S., San Angelo, TX
Also from the ACLJ:

- **Abortion, Inc.** — A riveting documentary film reveals the biggest human rights crisis of our lifetime and shines a light on the true motivations of Planned Parenthood and the abortion industry.

- **Burning Bridges** — This publication reveals the nation of Turkey as a critical piece of the Middle East puzzle. A longtime friend of the U.S., Turkey is now under tremendous pressure to join the radical Islamic movement and become a threat to Israel and America.

- **Let My People Go** — A compelling behind-the-scenes DVD featuring stories of Christians targeted for their faith that highlights what must be done to save the persecuted Church.

- **Tax Invasion** — A shocking exposé about the IRS abuse of Christians and conservatives.

- **My Fight for Justice** — This valuable book spotlights the most serious threats to religious freedom and the Constitution today, including the crucial importance of America’s alliance with Israel.

- **The Export** — A dynamic look at the crisis in the Middle East and the radical Islamic threat to the world.

- **Unshaken** — A firsthand view of the Islamic threat, including a bomb shelter interview with Israel’s President.

- **Shari’ah in America: Islamic Shari’ah’s Threat to American Liberty** — An essential read spotlighting the very real threat Islamic Shari’ah (law) poses to you and to every American.

Call 800-342-2255 toll-free to request any of these important resources.
The American Center for Law and Justice (ACLJ) and its globally affiliated organizations are committed to ensuring the ongoing viability of freedom and liberty in the United States and around the world.

By focusing on U.S. constitutional law, European Union law, and human rights law, the ACLJ and its affiliated organizations are dedicated to the concept that freedom and liberty are universal, God-given, inalienable rights that must be protected.

The ACLJ and its worldwide affiliates engage in litigation, provide legal services, render advice to individuals and governmental agencies, and counsel clients on global freedom and liberty issues. They also support training law students from around the world in order to protect religious liberty and safeguard human rights and dignity.

As a non-profit organization, the ACLJ does not charge for its services and is dependent upon God and the resources He provides through the time, talent, and gifts of people who share our concerns and desire to protect religious and constitutional freedoms.
American Center for Law & Justice
P.O. Box 90555
Washington, D.C. 20090-0555

WASHINGTON, D.C. • JERUSALEM, ISRAEL

In Conjunction With:
European Centre for Law & Justice, Strasbourg, France
The Centre for the Study of Law & Public Policy at Oxford, England
Slavic Centre for Law & Justice, Moscow, Russia
African Centre for Law & Justice, Zimbabwe
East African Centre for Law & Justice, Kenya
European Centre for Law & Justice, Pakistan

www.ACLJ.org

American Center for Law and Justice is a d/b/a for Christian Advocates Serving Evangelism, Inc., a tax-exempt, not-for-profit, religious corporation as defined under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, specifically dedicated to the ideal that religious freedom and freedom of speech are inalienable, God-given rights. The Center's purpose is to engage legal, legislative, and cultural issues by implementing an effective strategy of advocacy, education, and litigation to ensure that those rights are protected under the law. The organization has participated in numerous cases before the Supreme Court, Federal Court of Appeals, Federal District Courts, and various state courts regarding freedom of religion and freedom of speech. Your gift is very much appreciated and fully deductible as a charitable contribution. A copy of our latest financial report may be obtained by writing to us at P.O. Box 450349, Atlanta, GA 31145-0349.